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1. Develop and solve the differential equation of damped haImonic oscillator subjected to a 
sinusoidal force. Then obtain expression for its maximum amplitude and quality factor. [5J 

OR 

Obtain an expression for current in a driven LCR circuit and discuss how the current 
leads.or lags the applied voltage in phase: 

, 
a) 'When the net reactance in circuit is inductive and 
b) When the reactance .in circuit is equal to resistance. Illustrate it with the help of a 

figure. 

2. A circuit has L = 1.2 mH, C = 1.6 IlF and R = 1.5 n. (a) After what time t will the 
amplitude of the charge oscillations drop to one half of its initial value. (b) To how many 
periods of oscillations does this correspond? : [5] 

3. Calculate the reverberation time for a hall ofvolume 1400 m3 
, which has seating capacity 

of 110 persons with full capacity of audience' and w en audience are occupying only' 
cushioned seats. The relevant data for the hall are: [5] 

SN· Surface Area (m.l) Coefficient of absorption 
1 Plastered Wall 98 0.03 
2 Plastered Ceiling 144 0.04 
3 Wooden Door 15 0.06 
4 Cushioned Chairs 88 1.00 
5 Audience 150 4.70. 

4. Prove that the condition for achromatism for the combination of two lenses of focal 
length f l and f2 having dispersive power WI andw2 placed at a separation x is [5J 

WI w2 X ,"
-+-=-(w1+w?)
II f 2 f 1f 2 - . 

"t.
-:.' 

) 

Also prove that the separation between the lenses is equal to the focal length if f] = f2. 

5. In He-Ne laser, the lasing action is due to Ne gas. Then what is the role of the gas in it? 
Explain hoW the He-Ne laser works With a suitable energy level diagram on the basis of 
four level scheme for its action. . [5J 

6. Two sources of intensities 41 and I are used L.Tl an interference experiment. Obtain the. 
i;rtew'tie~ a! poi.l1t~ where the ",.:aves from two sources superimpose with a phase 

difference of (a) 0 (b) n (c) n. 
2 

[5J 

OR 
.. .. -

Explain the dispersive and resolving power of a diffraction grating. Prove that the ratio of 
dispersive power to resolving power is equal to the ratio of half VYidth of peak and 
wavelength of incident light. 

" 
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7.	 Derive the necessary formula for linearly, circularly and elliptically polarized light when
 
light is emerged out of the doubly refraction crjstal. [5]
 

8.	 \Vhat are Newton's rings? Derive the relation for the diameter of bright rings. What is Li}e
 
difference between the~ings observed by reflected light and by transmitted light? Explain
 
how does the pattern appear when white light is used? [5]
 

9.	 Define electric displacement vector. Develop a relation between electric displacement
 
vector, electric field and polarization. Also prove that induced charge in dielectric is
 
always less than free charge. [5]
 

OR 

;._ A dielectric sphere of radius R is charged uniformly. Obtain expressions for electric field
 
·.t intensity (a) outside (b) at the surface and (c) inside the sphere.
 
~	 . 

fQ.~To similar balls each of mass IIi are hung from siik threads of length 1and carry similar
 
. cha:rgesq. Assume ili~t the angle made by each thread with vertical, e issmall. Show that
 

I 

x = ( q 21 )3, where is separation bet~een the balls. Also calculate the charge q on 
~~~ . .
 

the hung mass if 1~ 1.2 m, m = 20 g and x = 3 em. [5]
 

11. The parallel plates in a capacitor, with a plate area of 8.5 cm 2 and air filled separation of
 
3 mm are charged by a. 6 V battery. They are then disconnected from the battery and
 
pulled apart to a separation of 8 rom. Neglecting fringing, frnd (a) the potential difference
 
between the plates (b) the initial energy stored and (c) ~al energy stored.· [5]
 

OR 

A capacitor discharges through a resistor R. (a) After how many times constant (tc) does·
 
it charge fall to one half-of its original value? (b) After how many time constants does the
 
stored energy drop to half of its initial value? .
 

12. What is Biot-Savart law? Derive an expression for flux density due to a current ca...'Tying
 
circular loop at its axial point. ,[5]
 

13. If a parallel plate capacitor with circular plate be charged, prove that the induced
 
magnetic field at a distance r in the region between the plates be [5]
 

I dE
B =-/-Lo Eo r- for r::; R and . 

2 dt· 

2
 
B = 1 I-lo Eo R dE for r ~ R
 

2 2r dt
 

14. In a Hall-effect experiID~nt, a current of 3A sent lengthwise through a conductor 1 em ) 
wide, 4 cm long and 1 /-LID thick, pro4uces a transverse Hall voltage of 10 JiV, when a 
magnetic field of 1.5 T is passed perpendicularly through the thickness of the conductor. 
Calculate (a) drift velocity of the charge carriers and (b) the number density of cnarge 
carriers. [5} 

15. Define poynting vector and develop an expression of it interms of electric and magnetic 
fields. Using the poynting vector calculate the maximum electric and magnetic fields for 
sun-light if the solar constant is 1.4 KW/m2

•. [5) 

16. A beam of electrons having energy of each 3 eV is incident on a potential barrier of finite 
heigh~.4 eV. If t.1.e width of the barrier is 20 A0, calculate the percentage transmission of 
the beaG} t..i}rough the barrier. [5] 

*** 
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1.	 Define physical pendulum and derive' its formula of time period. Also differentiate 
mechanical oscillations and electromagnetic oscillations. 

. 2.	 The speed of transverse wave on a string is 170 mls when the string tension 'is 120 N. To 
wh~. value must the tension be changed ;0 raise the wave speed to 180 m/s? 

3.	 The ';olume of a room is 980 ~3. The wall area of the room is 150'm2
, ceiling area 95 m

2 

and floor area is 90 m 2 
. The. average sound absorption coefficients for wall ceiling and 

floor are respectively 0.03,. 0.8 and 0.06. Derive Sabine's relations in acoustics and 
calculate reverberation time using above data. 

4. What are coaxi~. optical system and cardinal points? State their properties and show their 
positions in a diagram. Illustrate the use of these points in the f-ormation of an image by a 
lens system.' . 

5.	 Explain why population inversion is required for laser operation, and explain how 
population inversion is achieved ill a four-level laser. . 

6.	 Derive an expression for nth darkrlng of reflected system in Ne\\-1:on ring experiment. 
Also show that central of the Newton's ring is dark. 

OR 

Discuss and derive";~he:necessaryformula of the intensity distribution in the diffraction 
pattern due to single slit'. 

7.	 b. a double-slit experiment, the distance between slits is 5 mm and the slits are 1m from 
the screen. Two interference patterns can' be seen on the screen: one due to light of 
wavelength 480 n.rri, and the other due to light of wav~length 600 nm. What is the 
separation Ob the screen between the third-order bright fringes of two interference 
patterns? .	 . 

I 8: A beam of pola..-ized light is sent into a system of tlvo polarizing sheets. Relative to the 
polarization direclion' of that incident light, the polarizing directions of the sheets are at
 
angle e for the first sheet and 90° for the second sheet. If 0.1 of the incident intensity is
 II transmitted by the nvo sheets, what is 8?
 

I 9. Find an expression for the electric potential due to ring of charge of radius "a" at a 
I distance "x" from t.~e centre of the ling. Extend your result tocalc;ulate the electric field 

J/ L.,.tensity at that point. . 
II 
!!, 
I)	 - .- -

" ~ I 
:1 

! 
j 

)
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. 10. A panicle of charge -q and mass ill is placed midway between twO equal positive charges 1 

I qo of separatioG. d. If the negative charg~ -q is displaced in perpendicular direction to the 
line joining them and released. Show that the particle describes a simple harmonic motion 

J and calculate its frequency of oscillation. 

11. Give	 general me1:t1od of calculating capacitance of a capacitor. Use the method to
 
calculate capaci::a.Tlce of a spherical and a cylindrical capacitor.
 

OR 

A capacitor discharges through a resistor R. (a) After how many times constants (rc) does 
it charge fall to one half of its original value? (b) After how many time constants does the 
stored energy drop to half ofits initial value? 

12. What is Hall Effect? Obtain_an expression for the Hall resistance "R" in a conductor
 
placed in a magnetic field -·"B". What conclusions can be drawn by Hall-effect
 
measurements?
 

13. Two conductors are made of the same material and have the same length. Conductor A is
 
a solid wire of diameter 1 mm. Conductor B is a hollow tube of outside diameter 2 mm
 
and inside diameter 1 mm. What is the resistance ratio R",/RB measured between their
 
ends?	 . 

14. What is inductance?"In what factors do it depends? Calculate the inductance ofa solenoid
 
and a toriod..
 

OR 

A solenoid 1.3 m long and 2.6 em in diameter carries a current of 18 A. The magnetic
 
field inside the solenoid is 23 mT. Find the length of the wire fonning the solenoid. Also
 
calculate the inductance of the solenoid.
 

_.I5. A beam of electrons having energy of each 3 eV is incident on a potential barrier of finite·
 
height 4 eV. If the \,vidth of the ba..'Tier is 20 A0, calculate the percentage transmission of
 
the beam through the barrier. .
 

16. Write	 and explain Maxwell equations in integral from. Convert them into differential
 
fonn.
 

*** 

) 

. ., 
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1. Derive, a relation t9 find the mo'ment of. inertia of a rigid ,body about ap. axis passing = 
through its center ofgravity using the t?fsional pendulum. 

OR 

What is resonance'? Formulate the differential equation:~'of-forced electromagnetic 
oscillation. Then determine the expression fOf resonant frequency. 
- . '.,	 ," ~,~ 

2.	 A string has a'linea'r-density of 625 gm/mand is stretched ~ith a tension SON. A wave, 
whose frequency and amplitude are 160Hz and 10mm respectively, is travelling along the 
string. At what' average rate, is the wav.e transporting energy along the string? . 

3.	 Why fs it im.p~rtant to study the 'reverberatio~time, before tp.e construction of a Cine~a ' 
Hall? Derive' a relation for reverberation time based on ·abs(j!ption 'cQefficient, volume-
and surfa~e area of the hall.. -" ~ ;:- . 

.:~:.t::l.·); ;;, 4. . What happens to the energy when waves perfectly can~elto each oth~r in interference? 
,. 

'I Denve the relations for thin film interference by reflected light: . . '. 
.	 or,_ _ ~ 

OR 

Show that the diameters of the Newton's rings when two surfaces dfradii Rl and R2 arel' 
placed in contact are related by the relation (lIRI)j(lIR2) = (4nlJd2 

n) , where nls the,' 
integer numb~r of the fringes. . . 

......-" 

5.	 A grating with 250 :grooves/mm is used with an incandescent light sourc~. Assume the 
visible spectnun to r~ge in wavelength from 400 to 700 run. 'In-how many orders can one· 
see the entire visiblespectrurn? .-. ' 

6.	 Define. the polarizatIon of light. Write its importance in different optical instruments. , . 
Derive the relation for the thickness of quarter wave plate ancfhalfwave plate. 

7.	 Two thin converging lenses of focal len~h 3cm and 4~m respectively are placed· 
coaxially in air and separated by distanceof2cm. An'object:is placed 4cm in front of the )
first lens~ Filid the position of the nature of the. image and its lateral magnification. 

S..	 A glass-clad fiber is made with a core glass of refractive index 1.55 and the claddmg is 
doped to give a fractional index difference of 5.5xl0-4. Detennine (1) Cladding index (ii) 
the critical internal reflection angle (iii) the external critical acceptance angle and (iv) ,I·
numerical aperture (NA). .	 ,r

I

9..A particle of charge -q and mass m is placed midway betwee~ tWo equal positive charges 
go of separation d. If the negative charge -q is displaced in perpendicular direction to the _ 
line joirring tJ::e:n ::L']Clre~":ased, Sho\"o' th~t tile pa:i:icle describes a SHM ""lith a period. 

OR 

Calculate electric iie~d at any point is a."'{ial distance due to ~~ dipole alld a q'uadrapo]e., 
\Vhat conclusion you can draw ~m your results. . . ~'. 
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I:"
r',,·
i· 10. -Chhges ave unifonnly distributed through cut the volume of an infinitely l.arge cylinderv·	 0 

of rklius 'a'. Show that the electric field at a distance 'r'from the cylinder axis r < a is I."	 I00 

o giv~n by E = pI" 0 where p is the volume charge densitY. 
2EO 

11. A cylindrical capacitor has radii	 a and b. Show that half the stored electric potential 

energy lies within a cylinde~ whose radius is r =-h.b 
12. Explain Hall Effect. Derive a relation for hall resistance.	 From this relation explain the 

meaning of quantization o~ha11 resistance. 

13. The current density in a cylindrical wire of radius it";; 2 mm and uniform cross-sectional 
area is ziveri by J = 2 x lOs An? Whatis-the current through the outer portion of the wire 
between radial distances RJ2 and R? ' • 

. 14. Explain the phenomenon o·f"self-induction". Find an expression for the self-induction of'0 . 
a toroid haviIlg N numbers of turns, radius r and.carrying current i. :';.,:. 

..~' ..... OR 

0", 

...J....	 .,~ 

",	 ) 

-.	 , 
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1.	 Derive an expression for the t~eperiod ofa physical Pendulum and establish the 
interchang~ability of the center of oscillation and suspension 

! ; 2. Givt: Ull::>nect:~sary theory of forced vibration and deduce the condition for resonance i
 
! 

a..'TIplitude.
 

OR 
• - '1	 

i i Show that'the fractional chang.~ ill frequency of daInped oscillation is 1I8Q2 where Q is 
II 
~ ! quality factor~' " '	 .' 

!!\'3. The reverb~ratioi-I time for ~:~Pty hall is 1.5 si~. With 500 audiences present in the
 
!! ' hall, the reverberation time falls.to 1.4 sec. Find the number ofpersons present in the hall"
 
'" ;::i:-<-':" "5fthe reverberationtime falls dovID to'1.312 sec. " , "
 
'! '''w '	 , 

,r~ ,', 4,"~;What is interference? Explain the intensity distribution in interference'With mathematicaI'
 
'~""\treatment. , ....,
 

"',"	 OR 
'/
Ii ·:.rg'	 .
I! , ' f:,§how that the intenSIty of second pnmary maxima is 1.62% 9f central maxima In 
I'
Ii 

,,',~~F.raunhoffer'ssingle slit diffraction. I' ' .... ,f' ;,. >_	 ._,I
 

i!
ii 5. A beam of'pl~ne polarized light is converted into circularly polari+:ed 'light by passing it, ,,~
 
Ii
'I

through a crY~tal, slice 'of thickness 3x'lO-5 In. Calculate the diff~rence in the refractive',. L
 
Ii 

indices of the"two rays inside the crystal. Waveleiigth of light is 600nm; ,;
 
.; ~ . ~ 

-. ~ iiii. -6.	 What are active rhedium population inversion and optical pumping? Give the importance' ~.; 
in the study.ofLAS-ER. Write a method for getting He-Ne LASER. : :c

t 
I 

7.. Write the ;physical meaning of disper~ive power and resolving power of plane' f )
!' transmission grating. Show that the product'of the total number of ruling and the order of: ' 

l
j' 

the spectru..lTI gives the resolving power of the plane transmission grating. 

8.	 Two thin identical convex lenses of focal length 8 em and each are coaxial and 4 cml 
I apart. Find the principal points and the position of object for which image is fonned at
 
I
 infinity.

I 9. Wnat is electric quailiLlpole? Calculate the electric potential of a linear quadrupole of 
i separation 2z a an axial distance R from its center. 

OR 
A rin.g radius "R" is carrying a uniformly distributed charge "gil. Find an expression for 
electric field at c.:1Y point on the axial line. Fir:d the point at which electric field is 

i
j 

: -:c..._~ 

I 
~ . 
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10. A cylindrical resistor of radius 6 rum and lemrth 2.5 ern is made of material that has a 
resistivity of 4x 10-5 n.m. Wnat are (i) The m;grJtude of the current density and (ii) the 
potential difference when the energy dissipation rate in the resistor is 2 Watt? 

11. A solenoid 2.6 m long and 1.3 cm in diameter carries a current of 9A. The magnetic field 
inside the solenoid is 20mT. Find the length of the wire forming the solenoid. 

12.	 Compare the methods of Biot ~d Savart Law and Ampere's Law to calculate magnetic 
fields due to current carrying conductor. Calculate magnetic field at an axial distance "x"· 
from the center of the circular coil carrying current. 

I
l 13. In a Hall experiment, a current.of 25A is passed through a long foil of silver, which is 0.1
 , 

mm thick and 3 m long. Calculate the Hall voltage produces across the width by a flux of
I 
t
 
I 1.4 Wb/m2

. If the conduction of silver is 6.8xl07 mho/m, estimate the mobility of the
 
i 
I electrons ,in silver. 

i 14. A parallel plate capacitor with circular plates is charged by current "i" (a) What is the
 
magnitude of fB.ds in terms of llo and i between the plates if r = Cal5) from the center?
 
What is the magnitude of induced magnetic field for r = (al5) in terms of displacement

I current?
I 
! OR 
l An inductance L·isconnected to·a battery of emfE through a resistance. Show that the 

I
!
f . p~tential difference across the inductance after time t is VL = E' e( -L

R 

)t .At what time is 

t.'fJ.e potential difference across the inductance equal to that across the resistance such 
' . io'that 1=-.
 

2
 

I 15. Write Maxwell equations in integral form. Convert them in differential form. Explain the 
physical meaning ofeach .equation. 

I 
16. Describe the physical significanc6 of the wave function. Derive an expression of time
 

dependent Schrodinger equation.
 

*** 
) 

. ' 
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1.	 Distinguish bet-ween free and forced vibr~tions. Write the differential equation of forced 
·oscillation. Determine the amplitude oLosciTIation for forced oscillation and hence 
explain sharpness -of the resonance. 

.'! 

,	 .OR ,'" 
~ 

'Define shnple harmoniG-m~tion}~Show;the:,i:1Ver~ge k~etic e~_ergy is half oft the -total,' ' ~~ 
.energy of a particle executing simple h~mc·Inotion. 

2.	 A 2).LF ca;~citor is' ~har~ed upto::~OV.h~i~'battery~is 'disconnected and 50mH coiLis.; , t 
connected across the capacitor so that LC oscillation .to occur. Calculate the maximum , .., 
value of the current in the circuit. 

".' 3. The eiastic limit of steel fanning a piece of Wire is equal to 2.70x108 Pa. What is the " 
". ')1" maximum ,speed at willcn transverse wave pulses can propagate along this wire without ;,:
 
, '; '; exceeding this stress? (density o.f steel = 7.89~I03 kg/m3) ;
 

,-":' 4. What are Nev,ton's rings? How cin you use these rings to determine the refractive index' /. 
, " -of a given liquid? .', . '. 

OR 

Discuss the phenomenon of Fraunhofer diffraction at a single slit. Show that the relative 
I. 

. t . . fth . '. 1 4 ,4 .
In ensltles 0 e succeSSIve maxuna are :--2:-- '
 

" 9n 25n2 .
 

Y0¥ht of wavel~ngth. 6000 A falls no~aily on.a thinwedge ~haped film of refractive 
, maex 1.4, fonnmg fringes that are 2 nun apart. F~nd the angle of the wedge. ) 

6.	 'If the plane'of vibration of the incident beam m~kes ;m angle of 30° with the optic axis, 
i
! 

compare the intensities of extraordinary and ordinary light. 
1 
~ , 7. Show that the diameter of circle of least cOfu.cusion depends on the diameter of lens 
I apertUre and dispe~sive power of the material of the lens but is independent of the focal . 
t length of the lens. 
J 

.1 

~ 8. An optical fiber has a numerical aperture of 0.22 and core refractive mcex 1.62. 
,Determine the acceptance angle for the fiber in a liquid which has a refractive index of 
1.25. Also, deter:nine the fractional refractive index change. 

SUbj~ct: - Engineering Physics (SH402) 

.!,	 . ,
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9. Prove that electric field due to a short dipole at a.'dal point is twice that at e.quatorial point, I ,. 

10. A capacitor of capacita.Tlce C is discharging through a resistor df resistance R. f>,nerhow 
I many time constants is the stored energy 1/8 of its initial value?' 

11. Give a general method to calculate electric field and potential due to continuous charge 
. distribution. Using your method, calculate electric field at an equltorial distance y due to a 
long charged rod.having linear charge density A, 

l2.Consid~r a circular coil of radius R carrying current 1. Find the magnetic field at any 
point on the axis of the loop at a distance z from the center of the 'loop. ShQw that the. 
circular current carrying coil behaveS ,as a magnetic dwole for laJ:"ge dis~ance .. 

13. In a Hall Effect experiment, ~ current o:f 3.2A lengthwise in a c~nductor 1.2 cm wide, 4.0 
em long and 9.511m thick produces, a trans1erse Hall voltage (across the width) of 4011V 

I,
.. ' when a magnetic field of 1.4T.ispassed perpendicularly through the thin conductor. From' 

~::~: this date, find (a) the drift velocity of the chal-ge carriers and (b) the number density of 

J. "charae carriers.':. ' - c ,'_ 

II 
- :

14... Derive an expression for' growth and decay of current in LR circUit. Explain inductive 
.timeconstant by sketching gr?-ph between current and time for bQth caSes. . 

.. OR 
, . . -.' .\ .. - ." -. " , 'Derive expressions for inductance of a Solenoid and Teroid..Then showthat inductance is 

the:pr,operty of the coil. 
. 'Ii" ._' 15. Write and explain Ampere's law in:magnetism. How Maxwell modified it. Based on this 

.modified equation, explain the term displacement current. Prove displacement current is 
, , equal to conduction current. . L 

I 16. Explain .Schrodinger's wave equation.. Derive time independent· Schrodinger wave 
-', equation. Use this equation to find energy for aparticle in a box of infrnite square well 

:' ,potential.~., 

.~'" 

" 

) 
..' 
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.." Attempt All questions.
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../' Assume suitable data ifnecessary.
 

1.	 Point.ont the siInilarities and dissimilarities between the oscillations of bar pendulum and 
torsinalpoendulum. Show that the radius of gyration is equai to distance from center of 
suspension to center of gravity ur ljuwpoUiid pendulwll, VinCu. tIille pcricd iLi w.iu.i:m;;Iti. 

,, 
, 2.' Derive a differential equation for LC Oscillation. Show that the maximum value ofi 

j electric and magnetic energies stored in LC circuit is equal. +. 
f 

I	 , OR 

Prove ,that if a transverse wave is travelling along a string, then'the slope. at any point of ., the string is numerically equal to the ratio ofthe particle speed to the ~~ve speed at that 
.point.j 

. .T 3: ~"The tinii of reverberation of an empty hall is 1.5 sec with 500 audien~es F esent in the I :hall; the reverberation time falls to l.4sec. Find the no. of persons presentiin the hall if the
i 
I reverberation time falls down to 1.32 sec. 

.single slit is-4.5% ofiliat or principal maxiJna.j 
OR"·1 

: i What is dO;J.lble diffraction? Explainho\:\, 'Nicol pnsm can; be used as polarizer and 
analyzer?.J 

'.

.1 
I

5. In a -Newton's ring experiment, the radius of curvature of the lens is 5cm an:d the lens 
clia.rnerer is 20rnm. (a) How many bright rings are produced? Assume that A=589nm ". I

I 

(b) How many bright rings would be produced if the arrangement were immersed in water /. 
j
• 

( =1 "''')? ' ,:!.l.	 .J';). 

6.	 A diffraction gratiing 3cm wide produces the second order at 33~ with light of wavelength 
_-600nm.. What is the total number of lines on the gratting. 

7. : 'What is ;opulation inversion? Explain w~y las'er action cannot occur without population 
inversion between atomic levels? 

8.	 Vr'hat are cardina!.,points of an optical system? Determine the equivalen" focal length of a 
combination of two thin lenses separated by a finite distances. 

i 9. A ring has a charge q uniform distributed in it. Derive an ex-pressim, for the electric field
 
I at an) point on the axial line ofIhe ring. Extendyour result to find the potential.
I 

I	 OR , 
I Write an expression for electric field at any point in the- axi~ line of a charged ring. 

Using this equation, calculate the electric field at any point in the axial line of a charged
disk. . - > __ 
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-1 10. \VJ."1at is the magnitude of the electric field at 't'le point (3,2) m if the elecrric potential is 

I
!
 

I 

I
I
I
I

I

!

I
j 

given by V = 2x+5xy+3y2 volts. What acceleration does an electron experiences in the 
x-direction. 

~ ~ 

11. Derive	 an equation J = IT E. Explain why resistivity of a conductor increases with 
inc-reasing temperature plot a graph between ~ (Resistance at any temperature 9) aild 
temperature. Based on the graph, explain what are superconductor? How they differ from 
perfect conductor? Describe the characteristics of superconductor. 

12. Derive an expression for energy stored in magnetic field. Show that the energy stored per 
unit volume is directly proportional to the square of the magnetic flux density. Compare 
this result with electric energy density. 

OR 

What is self induction? Define inductance of a coil.· Show by calculation inductance of a 
coil depends on the permeabiIityofamedium and the geometry of the coil. . 

13. A long circuit coil consisting of 50 turns with diameter 102m carries a current of lOAmp. 
'(a) Find the .magnetic field.at a point ·al-ong the axis 9Qcm .from the center. .(b) At what 
..4istance from the :center, along the axis, the field is 1/8 greater as at .the center. 

. '-t'..":, 

f . 14:Describe the principala..l1d working of Cyclotron. Show that the time. taken by the ion in a 
ii.
I

f 
pee to travel a semicircle is exactly same whatever be its radius and velocity. 

.. 15~Write Max~eil's'eq~tio~infr~espaceL and dielectric medium. With the help of '1 ,,( 

f .'	 ·"..'Maxwell'sequations, Derive charge conservation theorem. 

]6. A beam of electrons having energy of each 3eVis incident on a potential barrier of height 
4eV. lfthe width of the barrier is 20Ao, calculate the transmission coefficient of the beam 
tr...rough the barrier. 

*** 

)
 

I
I 

I

I
I· 

I
I
 

I 
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03 TRlBHl.JVA..NLiNIVERSITY I Exam.. ---,1:m:_ 
INSTInJTE OF ENGINEERWG ! Level , BE I Full Marks I 80 I 

.Examination Control Division~IProgramme I BeE, BME I Pass Marv,S 132 I 
. 2069 Bhadra IYear /Part III II I Time 13 hrs. ! 

Subject: - Engineering Physics (SH402)
----------=--
-./	 Candidates are required to give L.~eir answers in their own words as far as practicable. 

. . ~~ 
'. ..;	 AttemptAll questions. . 

..; All questions carry equal marks.
 

..; Assume suitable data ifnecessary.
 

r
! . 1,0 What are drawbacks of simple pendulum? Show that the period of torsion oscillations 
I, , remain unaffected even' if the amplitude be la;rge, provided that)he elastic limit of the i.... 
i suspension wire is not exceeded. . ' 

! 
!	 

OR',:' 
~ 

i	 .- ~ 
! In simple hatmonic motion, when the displacement' is .one-half the amplitude, what 
[ . fraction' of ..the total energy is kinetic energy and what traction is potential energy? At 
I~~ .. :~,<;:,~,~:<wh~t displacementls half kinetic energy and halfpote~tia,l energy? .' .' ";.. ::;, 

. I, . ",_. ",.:-*	 ~ .... :':'t. .'. - '.. .I.... "~ .. 2. 'D~tive a d.ifferentiaI equation of LC oscillation. With th~ solutiori of-this equation, show .f:, 

. '., that the maximum value of electric .and magnetic en~rgies' stored in -LC circuits is equal. 
~_; . ~:.,: ," ~ : . F" w • ~ \

3.. How much acoustic power enters the window 'of area '1~58m~, through the sound V(avf? -'," 
...~: .. ' (st,andard intensity l;vel 1O-16W/cm2)? The 'window opens on a street where the street" :~';i 

, :' no~e results in an intensity level at the window of 60dB. ' .. ':: '\< 
'. \ . . ' i·'.	 ~'.- . :: 

4:'ExPlairi~circle of least confusion. Show that the diameter'of a circle< of least confusion is i·' 

independent of the focal length of a lens. " . l' 

f 5.	 A glass clad fibre is made with core glass 6frefraCti\r~hndex 1.5 and cladding is doped to \
 
give a fractional index difference of 0.005. Rind (i) the chidding index (ii) The critical
 r 

i •	 internal' reflection angle (iii) The external critical. acceptarlce angle (iv) Numerical 
I: aperture.'-(v) Acceptance angle.	 . i':; , 
t . . !	 . ~ . ~ 

6.	 A paraI!eI beam of Iight(A=5890A) is incident on a thin' glass plate ( ~ = 1'.5) such that the ~~/
I angle of refraction is 60°. Calculate the s~al1"est thic~e'ss of the plate whiCh will appear:'
1 dark byteflection.,.. ", ' 
• 
~ 
\ 7.. How are Newton's 'I{lngs fanned? How is the ring diameter and fiimthickness related? OJ 

I: How can Newton's rings experiment be used to determine refractive index of a liquid? 

t	 OR 
i 
i	 What is double refraction? How can we experimentally distinguish between plane 

polarized, circularly polarized and elliptically polarized light? .f 
I, 8.	 Assume that the limits of the visible spectrum are arbitrary chosen as 430nm and 680nm. 

Calculate the no. of rulings per millimeter of a grating that will spread the first-order 
spectrum through an angle of 200 

9.	 Defme an electric dipole. Hm.v does a dipole behave in electric field? Obtain the 
'''~onditiol1s for maximum torque a:ld ma.,"{imurn potential energy in an--e1ectric field .. 

OR 
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For the charge configuration of the figure, show that yCr) at a point P on the line 

. .. b V 1 (q 2
qa)assummg r» a IS gIven y =- - + -Z . 

, 41tEo r. r 

.. r 
~ 

. i( 

""" .~ 

-q 

a 
). ot 
ti 
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a 
lr .,.
.;;:.1 
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~. 

P 

'10. A long cylindrical conductor has length 1m and is surrounded by a co-axial cylindrical 

i, 
I 
i 
r 
f 
I 

I 
I 
I, 
t 
i 
i 
i 
f . 

I
" 

! 
I 

I 
! 
f 
I 

I 
I 
I 
! 
f 
f 

I 

conducting shell with inner radius double that of long cylindrical conductor. Calculate the 
capacitance for this capacitor assuming that there is vacuum in space betwc:;en cylinders. 

11. Charges of uniform volume density 3.2!-LC/m3 fill a non conducting solid sphere of radius 
5cm. What is the magnitude of the electric field at (a) 3.5cm (b) 8cm from the centre of 
the sphere? 

12. What are s~perconductors? How they differ from perfect conductors? Give basic 
properties and uses of superconductors. 

13. Derive the relation for:rise and fall of cun'ent in LR circuit. Plot a graph between current 
and time and ex!?lain the graph. 

OR 

:In a Hall-effecLexperiment; a current of 3A.sent length wise through a conductor 1 em 
wide, 4cm long and lO!-LID thick produces a transverse (across the 'width) Hall potential 
differences of 1011V, when a magnetic field of 1.5T is passes perpendicularly through the, 
-t.hjckness of conductor. From .these data, fmd: (a) The rlrift velocity of the charge ca.rrier 
.and (b) The, number density ofcharge caIrler. 

14. A particular.. cyclotromis designed :withdees 'of radius.R = 75cm and with magnets that 
can provide a field of I.ST. (i) To what frequency should be oscillator be set if deuterons 
are to be accelerated? (Ii) What is the maximum energy of deuterons that can be 
obtained? Given mass of the deuteron is 3.34xlO-Z7kg. 

, -+ 1 (~ -+)'15. Define Poynting vector. Prove that S = - Ex B . 
. ~o 

16. Prove that the energy' levels are quantized, when the electron is confmed in an infInite 
potential well of width a. 

.. 

) 
*** 
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